v ABSTRACT I study art, and that is because I like to think about how it helps people learn. In particular I like to create insects as abstractions of nature to invite a different perspective on how the world works. I strive to create synergy through interdisciplinary projects so that people can learn through science, technology and art simultaneously. The point of intersection between these fields of study is where my work can be found.
My artwork includes scientific photography of insect collections, 3-D scanning, rapid prototyping, molds and ceramic sculptures. All of these have specific processes and through them I have created abstractions of nature to invite a different perspective.
vi Through observation and research, it was apparent that appropriate documentation consists of multiple perspectives of each insect and the corresponding labels. It is important to have focused images of specific areas of the insect such as the wings and reproductive organs, as well as front, top and side perspectives. The necessary equipment for this task was not available within the UIMNH, and looking for opportunities with other departments' resources and technology was the only option. The collection manager understood this and established a connection to use equipment within the Geoscience Department. This technology took the image above and allowed me to create a process that balanced quality and practicality. It is important to note again that there are 28,000 specimens in this collection. One of the main objectives for me was to create the best possible representation of the specimens while keeping efficiency in mind. To put this into perspective, if it took one minute per insect, the process to document all 28,000 would take 466 hours. This means that to repeat some processes, such as 3-dimensional scanning, is just not feasible. Another objective was to lessen the destructive nature of entomology by creating such a high-quality photo that some physical research with a specimen might not be necessary. The technology and process developed takes a realistic amount of time and creates an accurate representation of the insect. It was apparent after the first few takes that these images were more than just data and that I was rendering them with personal aesthetics in mind. My intention is to abstractly take things apart in a sense that can be better understood. I believe that while teaching, everything is an abstraction. Rather than looking at the 'real' object or idea, it is the break down that is understood. In this case, my art becomes the break down. I say this because it is not the real thing, it is a simplification that creates a different perspective. Figure 3 , for example is a translucent porcelain centipede necklace. It is about 3 inches wide and about 2 1/2 feet long.
The purpose of this aesthetically-driven piece is to affect emotions in the viewer.
All good art effects emotions whether the emotions are likable or not. In this case I wanted to bring forward one of the most unpleasant insects, suggesting that it could be crawling around the viewers neck. If I could create this repulsive insect in a way that can be seen as beautiful, then the other imagery in the show might be seen with the same perspective. I wanted this change in perspective to be available with the intention to invite an interest of insects in ways the viewers might not have been before. 
TEACHING
To understand the world around us we have to look at things abstractly. This means that to learn something it must be simplified. I like to think, as an artist, that the intention of my work is to be a vehicle for learning. Although the insect collection is meant for scientific purposes, the project was designed to create accessibility to the public. To present the 100-year-old insect collection that the university has to offer, I
worked with the University Museums to create an exhibit in the Old Capitol Museum.
The exhibit includes the photography, my work that was inspired by the collection, as well as a project with kids from an elementary school.
This project was to create a collaborative piece that directly connected me with the community. While preparing for the project I worked with scientist and friend, Sara
Hanson, to put together an age-appropriate presentation. The lesson and story time was designed to teach about colors, shapes, and different types of bugs and beetles. To create the art piece, I wanted to make a model of a Hercules Beetle so each kid could paint on one during an exercise of learning entomology. The Hercules Beetle is one of the largest insects in the world and it seemed appropriate to make it even larger for a fun way to connect to the kids. To do this, I used a 3-D scanner to create a digital copy so I could use a rapid-prototype printer to make a replica.
I printed the beetle roughly three times larger than the actual beetle so there was more area to paint. My intention was to remove my artistic creativity as much as possible so the kids' painting would be the emphasis of the piece.
Working with four-year-olds is really an exercise of teaching simply. It is an excellent example of simplifying a topic and teaching it in a way the audience can comprehend. When I was talking to the preschool teachers at Preucil Elementary School After recess, the teachers organized the kids into groups so that only six were painting at a time. This made it manageable because everyone was making quite a mess and some guidance was necessary. As the kids came in, each received a beetle and we logged the number on the beetle to track ownership. The beetles had a two-tone base coat that I applied a few days earlier to give the final piece some consistency if areas were not painted on. There were clean brushes and paint in the middle of the tables, along with individual towels to control the mess. When the kids began to paint, it was clear that they were taking the project very seriously, and it was fun to watch. The photographs below document the fun. The creation of this piece with the kids was a direct form of teaching. This was a preparation and a learning experience for the teachers, the kids, myself, and all that were involved. Although I had not seen the final product yet, the intention was to teach the viewers at the gallery through the unexpected history of how the finished piece was made.
Another way of demonstrating to the viewer how objects were built was the wall of plaster molds on display. Adrain from the Geoscience department, who allowed me to use his photography equipment that helped document the collection. Another collaborator was Mark Ginsberg from M.C. Ginsberg jewelry store, who supplied the access and materials to his rapidprototype printer. Without the joint efforts from everyone that was involved, a shared vision of reaching a larger community would not be possible.
For example, "For when we were younger" involved the kids and was a key component of the show for its progression. In the planning stages, the museum was intrigued by the outreach potential of collaborating with kids. It also brought support from local businesses and the University of Iowa Museum of Art. On opening night and throughout the duration of the exhibit, this piece directly brought the kids of Preucil Elementary School and their parents, friends, and coworkers. Reaching the public cannot be done without contacts, connections, friends, and supporters. In a small community like Iowa City, word of mouth -referential marketing -is invaluable.
As a result, the insect collection became available to many different departments and to the community. The Pentacrest Museums had many new visitors that experienced the show and the museum, including students and families from other area schools, entomologists from distant states, alumni that were visiting campus and international travelers that were exploring the area.
the way certain pieces influenced other work. The most noticeable progression is the influence from the ant specimen SUI Coll. Ins 00026 and its photograph on the piece "Laying Down".
While I was working on the collection, this ant specimen was the only one that affected my emotions because it looked as though it had just died. Most insects, because of their exoskeletons, preserve really well and do not noticeably change after death.
Some insects, such as SUI Coll. Ins 00024, look very much alive and stoic. During the process of creating this exhibit, many things fell into place. Nothing happened by accident but I can honestly say that some things were unforeseeable. I often wonder where I should begin with an art project. If I purposefully alter my intentions towards public scholarship, will that disconnect me? Of course I do hope that my artwork and research will impact the public, it is just hard for me to identify the appropriate time to start thinking about that. Should I begin studying without the intention of public engagement or actively pursue it? The answers to these questions became apparent to me during the progression of this project. Find the vision, be open to change and be prepared for opportunities of all kinds, for every thing is a stepping-stone to the next.
The University of Iowa Museum of Natural History's 100-year-old insect collection has become available to the community. The photographs can be used in the future to inform potential funding sources. It is a cycle: the potential funding sources make it possible to improve the collection, reach more people, and make the UIMNH better. If we can continue to create synergy between different departments, engagement on some level is inevitable.
